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Infertility Status and Infertility Treatment:
Racial and Ethnic Disparities
Sylvia Guendelman and Laura Stachel

Difficulties in conceiving or carrying a child to term affect 12% of the 62 million American women
between ages 15–44 (Chandra, Martinez, Mosher, Abma, & Jones, 2005). Involuntary childlessness
often leads to disappointment and despair, contributing to depression, marital strife and social stigma.
Although infertility status, access to infertility care, and response to medical treatment are not distributed
uniformly among women of reproductive age, few studies have examined the experiences of women of
color. Evidence suggests important racial/ethnic disparities in the diagnosis and prevalence of infertility.
Furthermore, the privatization of infertility clinical services and the high costs of these services have
contributed to wide racial and socioeconomic inequalities in utilization of treatment.
Only 36% of infertile women seek infertility care despite increasing public awareness of infertility
and a proliferation of U.S. infertility clinics (Chandra et al., 2005). Couples seeking care begin with
infertility counseling and are offered a succession of diagnostic tests. Motivated couples with adequate
emotional and financial resources proceed to infertility treatments such as gynecologic surgery, ovulation induction and artificial insemination. While many couples are able to conceive as a result of these
treatments, some require assisted reproductive technology (ART) to achieve a pregnancy. In vitro fertilization (IVF) accounts for 99% of ART. This invasive procedure involves surgical extraction of eggs,
manipulation of sperm and egg in a laboratory to effect fertilization, incubation of resulting embryos,
and transfer of one or more embryos to the uterus. Unlike other reproductive interventions reviewed in
this book that are directed at reducing high risk births, current evidence suggests that ART may actually
increase the rate of preterm deliveries and multiple births (Reddy, Wapner, Rebar, & Tasca, 2007).
Infertility care is often expensive and is rarely covered by insurance. Women of color obtain
fewer infertility interventions than white women, though they report higher rates of infertility
(Stephen & Chandra, 2006). White, affluent, well-educated women are more likely to resort to IVF
(Chandra et al., 2005), and thereby incur higher risks of preterm delivery, multiple births and
adverse maternal outcomes. Ironically, the racial/ethnic differentials in IVF use may contribute to
narrowing the racial gap in prematurity and low birth weight.
This chapter has several objectives. First, we review prevalence rates of infertility, impaired
fecundity, and utilization of infertility services among racial and ethnic populations in the United
States. Next, we review the effectiveness of IVF in producing live births and provide an
evidence-based summary of reproductive responses to IVF by race and ethnicity. We focus on this
highly technologic intervention because of its rapid growth in market share, its contribution to rising
health care costs, and its association with adverse pregnancy outcomes and multiple births.
Finally, we discuss public health implications of infertility treatment.
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Infertility Prevalence Rates
The National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) is the main source of population data on infertility
prevalence and infertility service utilization in the U.S. (Chandra et al., 2005). This survey uses specific
demographic criteria for defining infertility and distinguishes “infertility” from “impaired fecundity.”
Information on these conditions is limited to 15–44 year old women. Infertility applies to married or
cohabiting women, excluding those with surgical sterility,1 who are unable to conceive after 12 or more
consecutive months of unprotected intercourse.2 Impaired fecundity is more broadly defined, and
applies to women without surgical sterility of any marital or cohabitation status who have a history of
problems conceiving or carrying a pregnancy to term (Chandra et al., 2005). This includes women who
report that it is physically impossible, difficult or dangerous to carry a pregnancy to term, and women
whose partners have fertility impairment. For either category, medical verification is not required.
In 2002, the most recent year for which NSFG data are available, 7.4% of married women, or
2.1 million women, were estimated to be infertile (Chandra et al., 2005). Advancing age increases
the risk of infertility. Although the overall rate of infertility declined from 1982 to 1995 and held
constant from 1995 to 2002, the absolute numbers of women reporting infertility has risen as more
women, in particular the large cohort of aging “baby boomers,” have delayed marriage and childbearing (Chandra & Stephen, 1998).
Infertility rates by race/ethnicity among married women in the 2002 NSFG survey are shown in
Fig. 6.1. Black non-Hispanics reported higher infertility rates (11.5%) than white non-Hispanics (7.0%)
or Hispanics of any race (7.7%).3 A similar pattern was noted in an examination of pooled data from 1982,
1988, 1995, and 2002 NSFG cycles (Bitler & Schmidt, 2006). Infertility rates were inversely related to
income and education. Considering that blacks and Hispanics tend to have lower income and education
than whites in the U.S., the higher prevalence rates of infertility for women of color is not unexpected.
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Fig. 6.1 Prevalence rates of infertility and impaired fecundity among married women aged 15–44: United States, 2002
[Source: 2002 National Survey of Family Growth (Chandra et al., 2005)]

A woman is defined as surgically sterile if she or her current husband or cohabiting partner had an unreversed sterilizing operation, such as a tubal ligation or vasectomy.
2
It should be noted that the NSFG constructs the outcomes “infertility” and “impaired fecundity” from responses to
items such as marital status, sexual activity, contraceptive use, and sterility.
3
Hereafter, black non-Hispanics, white non-Hispanics and Hispanics of any race will be referred to as blacks, whites
and Hispanics. Asians are included in the NSFG in the “Other” category. The “Other” category combines women of
several racial and ethnic origins and is not presented here.
1
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Among married women, rates of impaired fecundity (i.e., difficulty conceiving or carrying a
p regnancy to term) have been rising steadily since 1988 (Chandra et al., 2005). This increase may
reflect changes in reporting and/or clinical care. For example, greater public awareness of fertility
problems and increased social acceptability of infertility may contribute to increases in reporting.
Likewise, advances in gynecologic practice, including the promotion of medical procedures that
spare the removal of reproductive organs, have enabled some women with reproductive difficulties
to retain reproductive capacity. For example, women nowadays may face impaired fecundity as a
result of a myomectomy (a surgery to remove fibroids from the uterus), while in the past women with
similar reproductive histories might have undergone a hysterectomy and been rendered sterile.
Among married women surveyed in the 2002 NSFG, rates of impaired fecundity were comparable
for whites (15.8%) and Hispanics (14.2%) and slightly, but not significantly, lower for blacks (12.6%)
(Fig. 6.1) (Chandra et al., 2005).4 Although rates of impaired fecundity were higher for married/cohabiting women (a group more likely to be actively trying to conceive), the patterns across ethnic/racial
groups remained similar when all women, regardless of marital status, were compared. However,
when the sample was restricted to married women without children, women of color appeared to have
higher rates of impaired fecundity (30.8% of Hispanics, 32.4% of blacks and 25.1% of whites).

Risk Factors for Infertility
There are numerous social, lifestyle, and health factors that contribute to infertility, including agerelated patterns of childbearing, past exposure to sexually transmitted infections, environmental
toxins, tobacco, alcohol and drug abuse, stress, strenuous exercise, poor nutrition, chronic disease
and medical treatment for cancer (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988). In addition, cultural
expectations for a large family size and prior fertility history can influence the recognition of secondary infertility [i.e., difficulty conceiving after one or both members of a couple have previously
conceived a child (King & Davis, 2006; Kalmuss, 1987)].
Accurate assessment of factors contributing to infertility necessitates a complete medical evaluation for both partners. Causes of infertility can be traced to female factors approximately 30% of
the time, male factors 30% of the time, and a combination of male and female factors 30% of the
time (American Society of Reproductive Medicine, 2006). Approximately 10–20% of infertility is
“unexplained,” which implies that no specific abnormality can be detected in either partner.
Infertility treatments are selected to address the specific cause of infertility. For example, ovulatory
disorders may be treated with drugs to induce ovulation. Fallopian tube occlusion, on the other
hand, may be treated with surgical repair or IVF. Descriptions of common causes of male and
female infertility and their treatments are depicted in Table 6.1.
Population-based estimates of medical conditions causing infertility are difficult to ascertain.
In the NSFG, prevalence rates of medical conditions are based on self report and some conditions
such as tubal blockage or male-factor infertility can be estimated only for couples who have undergone infertility evaluations. Couples without knowledge of where or how to access infertility services may be unable to report causal factors, and couples who lack the emotional or economic
resources to complete a comprehensive infertility evaluation may have incomplete or inaccurate
information. According to 2002 NSFG findings, approximately 36% of women with current fertility
problems (impaired fecundity or infertility) reported ever having used medical services for infertility
(Chandra et al., 2005). Among users, 33% of women with current fertility problems had recognized
Although the 2002 NSFG data reports Hispanic origin as well as race (black, white), the other clinical studies
reviewed in this chapter do not distinguish Hispanic origin apart from race/ethnicity, and in these studies racial/ethnic
groups are commonly classified as “white,” “black,” “Asian” or “Hispanic.”
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Table 6.1 Summary of major infertility diagnoses, associated factors, diagnostic tests
strategies
Infertility
factor
Description
Associated factorsa Diagnostic test
Assessment of
Aging with
Reduced number of
Diminished
ovulation by
delayed
oocytes capable
ovarian
hormone testing
childbearing,
of fertilization
reserve
and ultrasound, day
premature
3 FSH level
ovarian failure
Ovulatory
Impairment of monthly Polycystic ovarian Assessment of ovulation,
serum progesterone,
dysfunction
ovulation
syndrome,
serum gonadotropins
obesity,
(FSH, LH),
elevated
serum insulin and
androgen
androgens. Exclude
production,
other treatable
elevated insulin
conditions with
levels, thyroid
thyroid and prolactin
imbalance,
testing
pituitary tumor

Endometriosis

Growth of endometrial
tissue outside of
the uterus with
attachment to other
pelvic structures

Uterine
abnormalities

Congenital or acquired
abnormalities that
impair implantation
or increase the risk
of miscarriage

Laparoscopy to
Endometriomas
visualize pelvic
(ovarian
organs
“chocolate” cysts)
or adhesions
(scar tissue)
resulting from
endometriosis
Pelvic exam, ultrasound
Fibroids, uterine
and/or hysteroscopy
polyps, uterine
to assess for uterine
change due to
abnormalities
DES prenatal
exposure

Fallopian tube
obstruction

Blockage of tubes or
damage to tubal
lining that impair
passage of gametes
through fallopian
tube

Prior sexually
transmitted
infections,
previous
ectopic
pregnancy

Male factor

Aging, lifestyle,
Decrease in quantity
environmental
or quality of sperm;
exposures
includes absence of
sperm (azoospermia),
decreased
quantity of sperm
(oligospermia), or
impaired function
(poor mobility or
inability to fertilize)

Semen analysis, male
hormone testing

Unexplained
infertility

No obvious male or
female factor

Normal test results for
ovulation, sperm
production, fallopian
tube patency

Assessment for tubal
damage with HSG
(hysterosalpingogram)
or laparoscopy,
screening for sexually
transmitted infections

Environmental exposures and lifestyle may be risk factors for many of these conditions

a  

and potential treatment
Examples of
treatments
Assisted
reproductive
technology
(using egg donor
if needed)
Ovulation induction
with clomiphene
citrate or
gonadotropin
treatment,
Metformin to
enhance insulin
sensitivity,
laparoscopic
ovarian drilling to
reduce androgens
and improve
ovulatory function
Surgical ablation
or resection of
endometriosis
plus laparoscopic
adhesiolysis
(removal of scar
tissue), ART
Surgical removal
of fibroids or
polyps, Gestational
surrogate
for severe
abnormalities
Antibiotic treatment
of active infection,
Microsurgical
repair of fallopian
tubes (high risk of
subsequent ectopic
pregnancy), in vitro
fertilization
Surgical correction
of epididymal
blockage,
surgical sperm
recovery, artificial
insemination,
in vitro fertilization,
intracytoplasmic
sperm injection
(ICSI), donor
insemination
Ovulation induction
combined with
intrauterine
insemination,
In vitro fertilization
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ovulatory difficulties. Other reported conditions included endometriosis (12%), occluded fallopian
tubes (5%), and male factor problems (7.6%) (Chandra et al., 2005). Racial and ethnic breakdowns
at the population level are unavailable.
Another source of data on medical conditions is provided by infertility clinics. In a chart review of
756 women presenting to two infertility centers in Ohio, black women were more likely than whites
to have tubal factor infertility (41 vs. 13.8%), and less likely to have ovarian factor and male factor
infertility (Green, Robins, Scheiber, Awadally, & Thomas, 2001). A Massachusetts study also reported
a higher rate of tubal factor infertility in blacks (Jain, 2006). Studies of women seeking in vitro fertilization in the U.S. have also reported a higher prevalence of tubal factor infertility in blacks – ranging
from 61 to 73% – compared to 23 to 40% among whites (Feinberg, Larsen, Catherino, Zhang, &
Armstrong, 2006; Nichols, Higdon, Crane, & Boone, 2001; Sharara & McClamrock, 2000). These
data have the advantage of being medically verified. However they are subject to selection bias; infertility care recipients are more likely to have medical insurance, advanced education and higher income
than the underlying population of infertile adults (Jain, 2006). Nevertheless, the higher rates of tubal
factor infertility in blacks are consistent with population data on risk factors for tubal disease, such as
racial disparities in the prevalence of sexually transmitted infections and pelvic inflammatory disease
(PID) (Centers for Disease Control, 2004; Chandra et al., 2005).

Utilization of Services
A range of treatment options, listed in Table 6.1, is available to individuals or couples who seek
infertility care. Since services are usually expensive and often not covered by insurance, access is
restricted to those with adequate economic resources. In 2002, approximately 12% of reproductive-age
women (13.8% of whites, 8.2% of Hispanics and 8.4% of blacks) reported ever having received any
infertility service (Chandra et al., 2005). Whites and women of higher income reported higher rates
of utilization. As shown in Fig. 6.2, Hispanics and blacks reported lower utilization than whites at
both higher and lower income levels.
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Fig. 6.2 Percentage of women aged 20–44 years who ever received any fertility service (infertility service includes
service to achieve pregnancy and to prevent miscarriage), by race and ethnicity and percent of poverty level: United
States, 2002 [Source: 2002 National Survey of Family Growth (Chandra et al., 2005) (Data generously adapted for
this table by Anjani Chandra)]
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Table 6.2 Percentage of women with current fertility problemsa who ever received any infertility service, and
percentage who received specific infertility services, by race/ethnicity: United States, 2002
Medical
Surgery or
help to
treatment
prevent
for
Any
miscarriage
Artificial
infertility
Ovulation blocked
(%)
tubes
insemin.
ART
service
Advice
Testing
drugs
TOTAL
White, nonhispanic
Black
Hispanic
Non-hispanic
other

35.7

22.9

19.5

14.8

3.3

5.5

1.0

12.2

40.2

28.0

25.1

18.2

4.3

6.8

1.3

12.6

26.1
28.5

10.9
13.2

5.0
11.7

5.6
11.3

1.4
1.9

1.9
2.9

0.8
0.6

14.5
7.9

25.7

16.6

10.1

6.7

0.0

5.2

0.0

12.5

Source: National Survey of Family Growth, 2002 (Adapted from Stephen and Chandra, 2006 poster, Table 3)
a
Current fertility problems defined as 12-month infertility plus impaired fecundity

Among women with “current fertility problems” (a combination of 12-month infertility and
impaired fecundity), rates of service utilization were much higher; nonetheless they reflect the same
pattern of racial-ethnic differences (Chandra et al., 2005). In 2002, white women were more likely
to have reported receiving medical services (40.2%) than Hispanic (28.5%) or black (26.1%)
women (Table 6.2). Specifically, whites were more likely than Hispanics or blacks to have received
fertility advice, infertility testing, ovulation drugs, surgery or treatment for blocked tubes, artificial
insemination and/or assisted reproductive technologies (ART). The only exception to this pattern
was the higher utilization of services to prevent miscarriage by black women, which perhaps is an
indication of better access to prenatal care than infertility services. ART was only utilized by 1% of
women with current fertility problems, and was more likely to be used by whites than women of
color (1.3% of whites, 0.8% of blacks and 0.6% of Hispanics).
The percentage of women who utilized each infertility service increased with advancing age,
being married, higher levels of education, and higher income (Chandra et al., 2005). Women with
private health insurance (42.9%) were twice as likely to obtain services as women with Medicaid
(21.2%) or women without insurance (21.9%) (Chandra et al., 2005). Racial/ethnic differentials in
health insurance coverage and in type of coverage (private or public) likely contribute to racialethnic disparities in service utilization. Financial barriers may also help explain why the proportion
of women who seek infertility services has remained stable despite increases in availability of
services (Stephen & Chandra, 2006). With regards to ART, most health plans exclude coverage,
mainly on grounds that this service is not medically necessary (Jain, 2006). But the greater range of
ART techniques and the increased number of available infertility specialists have resulted in a rise
in the number of visits and in the amount of money spent on infertility by a select group of patients
(Mosher & Bachrach, 1996).
Several states have passed legislation requiring health insurers “to offer” plans with infertility
coverage, or “to cover” infertility services within specified health plans. Bitler and Schmidt (2006)
examined whether infertility service utilization was higher in states with legal mandates to provide
some form of infertility coverage. While it could be assumed that legal mandates to insure infertility
services would allow women of lower socioeconomic status to obtain infertility services, their study
found no evidence that mandates increased the probability that non-white women obtained treatment. In fact, the impact of state mandates in expanding access to infertility services was confined
to older, more educated, white women. We speculate that this group of women may have been more
likely to have medical insurance, better able to access existing services, and/or more motivated to
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obtain infertility care. Although infertility services can be covered by Medicaid under the rubric of
family planning (Gold, Richards, Ranji, & Salganicoff, 2007), poor women on Medicaid have little
access to infertility treatments as few states’ Medicaid programs actually cover infertility diagnosis
and even fewer cover treatment (Kaiser Commission on Medicaid and the Uninsured and the
Women’s Health Policy Program, 2001).
A study of families within the military health care system suggests that utilization of infertility
services by certain minorities is higher when traditional barriers to specialty care such as low socioeconomic status and lack of health insurance are reduced (Feinberg et al., 2006). Feinberg et al.
(2006) compared utilization of ART within the Department of Defense to utilization of ART within
the U.S. civilian population. They showed that blacks in the military health care system had a fourfold increase in relative utilization of ART services relative to black civilians. By contrast, Hispanic
families in the military appeared to “underutilize” ART services based on demographics (Feinberg,
Larsen, Wah, Alvero, & Armstrong, 2007). Although 9% of the Department of Defense self reported
as Hispanic, only 4% of ART users were Hispanic (Feinberg et al., 2007). Feinberg et al. (2007)
concluded that factors other than access to care influenced the utilization of infertility services by
Hispanic families.
The effects of social and cultural factors on infertility treatment-seeking behaviors by women of
color have been explored only in studies using small convenience samples. Several barriers to care
have been identified including: distrust of the medical community (Jenkins, 2005; White, McQuillan, &
Greil, 2006; Becker, Castrillo, Jackson, & Nachtigall, 2006); religious beliefs that discourage use
of high-tech conception interventions that run “counter to God’s wishes” (Jenkins, 2005; Parham &
Hicks, 2005); an extended family ethos that encourages other parenting options including adoption
(Jenkins, 2005; White et al., 2006; Parham & Hicks, 2005); fear of being labeled “infertile” and
losing hope and motivation to try to conceive (Becker et al., 2006); and, language difficulties
(Inhorn & Fakih, 2006; Jenkins, 2005).
The extent to which cognitive barriers such as having awareness of an infertility problem, knowledge about reproduction and access to information about infertility services influence help-seeking
behaviors has not been adequately studied (White et al., 2006). For instance, women who previously
conceived a child may not recognize secondary infertility in a timely manner, and women with little
familiarity with the medical system or knowledge of their insurance benefits may be unaware of the
services that exist to treat fertility problems.
Motivational factors tied to the desire for children also influence utilization of infertility services.
In one study, motivation to seek services was lower among couples who had higher parity and in
couples in which either partner had a child from a prior marriage (Kalmuss, 1987). In contrast,
stronger motivation to conceive has been found among women who delay childbearing until an
advanced age (Mosher & Bachrach, 1996).
Provider attitude, knowledge and behavior can also affect patient utilization of care. Some primary care providers may not provide early recognition of and treatment of diseases that threaten
fertility (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988). Others, aware of a couple’s financial constraints,
may choose not to refer them to infertility specialists (Heitman, 1995). Infertility service providers
may have difficulty adapting testing and treatment protocols to meet the diverse social and cultural
needs of their clients (Blenner, 1991). As infertility specialists are permitted to use their judgment
in determining whom they will treat, some have refused treatment to unmarried women (Jenkins,
2005). Black and Hispanic women are less likely to be married than white women, and this could
result in fewer women of color receiving services.
Combining these factors may help to explain why women of color, especially black and Hispanic
women access care less frequently, and may experience longer duration of infertility before seeking
care (Sharara & McClamrock, 2000; Bendikson, Cramer, Vitonis, & Hornstein, 2005). It seems
plausible that delaying access to infertility services diminishes the likelihood of achieving a
successful pregnancy.
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In summary, the evidence suggests that black and Hispanic women have unequal access to
infertility services, despite their higher rates of infertility. Timely access to services can potentially
impact the chance of becoming pregnant and of delivering a healthy child.

In Vitro Fertilization
With this background in mind, we now turn to examination of one infertility treatment – in vitro
fertilization (IVF). While IVF represents a first-line treatment for some causes of infertility
(e.g., tubal factor infertility and severe male infertility), for most infertile couples it provides a last
option for treatment following a succession of increasingly invasive and expensive procedures. The
mean cost of one cycle of IVF is $12,400 (Grayson, 2003). Given an average success rate of less
than 37% (Wright, Chang, Jeng, & Macaluso, 2006), many couples attempt several cycles of IVF
before becoming pregnant or abandoning treatment.

IVF Clinical Protocol
A typical IVF treatment cycle includes ovarian stimulation, egg retrieval, fertilization, and
embryo transfer. Initially, medication is administered to a woman to stimulate the production of
multiple eggs (ovarian stimulation). The ovarian response is monitored with ultrasound and hormone testing. If ovarian follicles and hormone levels are appropriate, ultrasound guided vaginal
retrieval is performed (egg retrieval). Thereafter, sperm is collected and combined with extracted
eggs (oocytes) in the laboratory (in vitro) to effect fertilization.5 If fertilization is successful, the
resulting embryos are incubated for 2 to 5 days. Next, one or more embryos are selected for
transfer into the uterus (embryo transfer).6 In general, implantation is more successful when a
higher number of embryos are used. However, transfers of more than one embryo are associated
with an increased likelihood of a multiple gestation (Wright et al., 2006). When implantation is
successful, an early pregnancy can be detected by a blood test (chemical pregnancy). Once a
gestational sac develops and can be visualized by ultrasound, the pregnancy is defined as a clinical
pregnancy. The most successful clinical pregnancies result in the delivery of one or more liveborn infant.
The numbers of live births resulting from IVF represent a fraction of cycles that are initiated.
Cycles may fail or be cancelled at different stages. For example, some IVF cycles may not lead to
egg retrieval and others may not result in egg fertilization. A portion of embryo transfers result in
miscarriage or ectopic pregnancies. In 2005, 97,442 ART cycles were initiated with fresh nondonor eggs, resulting in 85,713 egg retrievals, 78,797, embryo transfers, 33,101, clinical pregnancies,
and 27,047 live-birth deliveries [Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), American
Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM), & Society for Assisted Reproductive Technology
(SART), 2007].7

Approximately half of U.S. ART procedures utilize intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI), a technique in which
a single sperm is injected into an egg (Wright, Schieve, Reynolds, & Jeng, 2005).
6  
Two other modifications of this procedure are (1) gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT) in which gametes are transferred to the fallopian tube immediately following egg retrieval and (2) zygote intrafallopian transfer (ZIFT) in which
a fertilized egg (Zygote) is transferred to the fallopian tube by laparoscopy the day following egg retrieval (Steinberg,
Holtz, Sullivan and Villar, 1998).
7
  For up to date statistics on ART cycles, refer to the following website: http://www.cdc.gov/art/.
5
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Success Rates from IVF
The success of a cycle can be reported in different ways, which can lead to some confusion between
providers and consumers. A clinic may report success based on the likelihood of achieving clinical
pregnancy following successful embryo transfer, while an infertile couple may be more interested
in the probability of a live birth per initiated cycle. Success rates based on initiated cycles will be
lower than rates based on embryo transfer, because a number of cycles never reach the stage of
embryo transfer. To understand success rates from a clinical standpoint, it is important to be clear
on the definition of the numerator (the clinical outcome) and the denominator. The Society for
Assisted Reproductive Technology (SART) has been working closely with the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention to collect and report national data in order to comply with the Fertility
Clinic Success Rate and Certification Act, a 1992 federal mandate to standardize the reporting of
ART success rates.8 It is important to note that these data largely reflect IVF cycles which account
for 99% of ART procedures.9 National 2005 IVF success rates (using fresh non-donor eggs) were
reported in the following ways: a 34.0% clinical pregnancy rate per cycle, a 27.8% live birth rate
per cycle, a 31.6% live birth rate per egg retrieval, and a 34.3% live birth rate per embryo transfer
(CDC et al., 2007). From a public health perspective, the primary outcome of interest as an indicator
of success of IVF is live birth deliveries.

Effectiveness of IVF
IVF results vary according to patient factors as well as treatment factors. Age is the most influential
patient variable; chances for a successful response to IVF diminish as a woman ages. In 2005, 37%
of IVF cycles initiated on women under the age of 35 resulted in live births. In contrast, 11% of
women aged 41–42, and only 4% of women older than 42 achieved live birth through IVF (CDC
et al., 2007). Other factors influencing IVF response include parity and infertility diagnosis. A prior
successful pregnancy is associated with a higher likelihood of IVF success, while certain infertility
diagnoses including diminished ovarian reserve, uterine abnormalities, and combined male and
female factor infertility are associated with lower success rates (CDC et al., 2007). Additionally,
first cycles of IVF are more likely to be successful than subsequent cycles.
Treatment factors that influence IVF outcomes include the number of days the embryo is
cultured, the number of embryos transferred, whether an intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) is
utilized, whether the embryo is fresh or cryo-preserved, and whether a donor egg is used.
The number of IVF cycles in the United States doubled from 1996 to 2004. Live birth rates have
improved as IVF techniques have been refined. From 1996 to 2005, the live birth rate per embryo
transfer resulting from fresh non-donor cycles increased from 28 to 34% (CDC et al., 2007).

Response to IVF by Race/Ethnicity
In this section, we present a detailed summary of U.S. and British studies that examine responses
to IVF by race and/or ethnicity. Comparing IVF success rates between studies would be misleading
because the infertility centers that were studied varied in their patient composition, clinical treatment
The Fertility Clinic Success Rate and Certification Act includes a voluntary certification program for ART laboratories to ensure quality of care, and provides consumers with standardized information on ART success rates from
individual ART clinics.
9
For ease of reading, this paper will report all national ART results as IVF results.
8
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protocols, and years of study. Rather, these studies can indicate whether pregnancy and live birth
rates resulting from fresh, non-donor IVF vary by race and ethnicity within a particular study population. A total of 11 studies (9 peer-reviewed and 2 poster presentations) were identified using
Medline, Cochrane Library, CINAHL and Popline search engines in 2006 and again in 2008.
The identified articles span the years 1995 through 2007. All of the identified studies are included
in this review and are presented in chronological order (Table 6.3).
The first report on IVF response by race/ethnicity compared the outcomes of IVF cycles conducted in a British university IVF center between 1987 and 1993 in 44 Indian women and 88 white
women, retrospectively matched for age, body mass index (BMI) and year of treatment (Mahmud,
Lopez Bernal, Yudkin, Ledger, & Barlow, 1995). Compared to whites, Indian women had a longer
duration of infertility prior to treatment and IVF cycles were marked by a higher discontinuation of
treatment (cancellation rate of 22.7 vs. 9.1%). Indians had a lower clinical pregnancy rate per cycle
(18.2 vs. 27.3%) and a higher miscarriage rate, resulting in a lower live birth rate (9.1 vs. 22.7%)
per cycle. There were, however, no differences in the clinical protocol used, the number of retrieved
eggs, the rate of fertilization, or the number of embryos transferred.
In a subsequent British study, Lashen, Afnan, and Sharif (1999) compared the ovarian response
to controlled ovulation induction in 108 first-generation Indian or Pakistani women and 216 White
women undergoing IVF from 1994 to 1997. The groups were matched for age, early follicular phase
follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) levels, cause of infertility, dose of gonadotropin and year of
treatment. The authors found higher implantation and clinical pregnancy rates in the whites, but this
did not achieve statistical significance. Data on miscarriage and live birth rates were not provided.
The groups did not differ in the duration of stimulation, number of eggs or embryos produced, fertilization rate, or treatment cancellation rate. The authors concluded that the response to controlled
ovarian stimulation was comparable between matched first-generation Indian or Pakistani and
British whites when IVF clinical protocols were identical and women were matched for FSH
levels.
The first report of IVF response by race/ethnicity in the United States was from a Maryland inner
city, university-based IVF program (Sharara & McClamrock, 2000). In this retrospective comparison, 95 whites (undergoing 121 IVF cycles) and 37 blacks (undergoing 47 IVF cycles) treated from
1997 and 1999 were compared. Women with hydrosalpinges (blocked fallopian tubes filled with
fluid), elevated early FSH, intrauterine polyps or large fibroids, or age greater than 40 were excluded.
Blacks were characterized by higher rates of tubal factor infertility, higher BMI, and longer duration
of infertility than whites. Whites had a higher incidence of endometriosis and male factor infertility.
Compared to whites, blacks had lower implantation rates (9.8 vs. 23.4%; p < 0.001) and clinical
pregnancy rates per initiated cycle (19.2 vs. 42.2%; p = 0.009). There appeared to be a higher rate
of early miscarriage among blacks than among whites; however, the small sample size in this report
limited the power of this analysis. When the sample was restricted to first IVF cycles, the racial/
ethnic differences in clinical pregnancy rate per initiated cycle and per embryo transfer remained
highly significant. While many features of the IVF cycles were similar, blacks required a more
aggressive clinical protocol (microdose flare GnRH cycles, an approach used in women who do not
respond well to the standard IVF drug protocols) than whites (70.2 vs. 43%; p = 0.01), suggesting
more effort was needed to achieve a clinical response.
Nichols et al. (2001) conducted a retrospective study of 316 women undergoing IVF procedures
in a South Carolina hospital based practice between 1996 and 2000. In this study, 24 blacks (25
cycles) and 273 white women (333 cycles) were included – all under 41 years old and without
current uterine intracavitary defects or large fibroids. Black women had a higher average BMI than
white women, and were more likely to be parous and have tubal-factor infertility. Whites were more
likely than blacks to have endometriosis and ovarian dysfunction as the primary diagnosis. In
contrast to the Sharara and McClamrock study (2000), the implantation rate was higher in blacks
than whites, contributing to a higher pregnancy rate in blacks. After adjusting for the differences in

Lashen et al.
(1999)/
retrospective
comparison

Published
article

IVF clinic in
England
1994–1997

108 Indian or
Pakistani
immigrants, 216
white, matched
for age, early
follicular phase
FSH, cause
of infertility,
gonadotropin
dose and year
of treatment

British Indian or
Pakistani and
British white

Adequacy of data – caveats/strengths
Selection: First cycles
Exclusions: Not specified
Matching: Age, BMI, and year of
treatment
IVF Protocol: Consistent
Analyses: No adjustment for group
differences in duration of fertility,
primary vs. secondary infertility,
infertility diagnosis
Outcome: Lower clinical pregnancy
and live birth rate in Indian women
due to higher rate of cancelled cycles
and higher miscarriage rate
Caveats: Small sample size

(continued)

Cancellation rate similar in both groups Selection: First cycles
Exclusions: Not specified
Implantation rate did not show
Matching: Age, day 3 FSH level, infertility
statistically significant difference
diagnosis (male factor or non-male
Pregnancy rate did not show
factor), dose of gonadotropin, and year of
statistically significant difference
treatment
Indian/Pakistani women
IVF
Protocol: Consistent
• Longer duration of infertility
Analysis: No adjustment for group
• Lower implantation rate per cycle
differences in duration of infertility, and
(13% vs. 17%)
differences in female infertility diagnoses
• Lower pregnancy rate per cycle
Outcome:
Similar ovarian response rate;
(16% vs. 23%)
lower, but not statistically significant,
No difference in:
implantation and clinical pregnancy
• Duration of stimulation
rates in Indians/Pakistani women
• # eggs or embryos produced
Caveats: Small sample size and low
• Fertilization rate
pregnancy rates in both groups –
• Treatment cancellation rate
could not rule out Type II error

No difference in:
• # ampules gonadotropins
• # oocytes retrieved
• Fertilization rate
• # embryos transferred

Table 6.3 Survey of the evidence regarding response to in-vitro fertilization (IVF) by race/ethnicity
Addressed
Description
disparities
of IVF clinic
in which
Key findings related to intervention
location and
Population studied
Author (date)/
populations
effectiveness (OR w/CI or p values)
years studied
and sample size
study design
Publication
British Indian
Cancellation rate higher
44 Indian, 88
Published
IVF clinic in
Mahmud et al.
and British
in Indian women
white, matched
article
England
(1995)/
white
Pregnancy rate lower in Indian
for age, BMI
1987–1993
retrospective
Women
and year of
comparison
• Longer duration of infertility in
treatment, 1st
Indian women (41% Indian with
cycle only
>8 years infertility vs. 22% of
whites)

IVF inner city
university
based
program in
Maryland,
April 1997–
July 1999

South Carolina
Hospital
based
1996–2000

Published
article

Published
article

Nichols et al.
(2001)/
retrospective
comparison

Publication

Description
of IVF clinic
location and
years studied

Sharara &
McClamrock
(2000)/
retrospective
comparison

Author (date)/
study design

Table 6.3 (continued)

Pregnancy rate higher in blacks than
whites (71 vs. 48%); OR 3.3
(1.3–8.6) remained higher after
adjusting for parity, BMI, and
tubal factors
Implantation rate higher in blacks
than whites (35 vs. 23%)

Black and White

273 white
(333 cycles), 24
black (25 cycles)

Whites
• Higher % prior cycles

Blacks
• Higher % tubal factor
• More likely to have prior child
• Higher BMI

Clinical pregnancy rate lower in blacks
than whites (19.2 vs. 41.2%)
Implantation rate lower in blacks
(9.8 vs. 23.4%)

Black and
white

Adequacy of data – caveats/strengths

Selection: All cycles
Exclusion Criteria: Age >40, mixed
ethnicity, FSH>10, myomas >4 cm
Matching: Not done
IVF Protocol: Variable
Analyses: Multiple logistic regression
controlling for parity, BMI, presence of
tubal factor infertility
Outcome: Higher pregnancy rate for
blacks in crude and adjusted
Caveats: Higher proportion of white
patients with poor prognosis and
whites were more likely than blacks to
be undergoing multiple IVF attempts
(28 vs. 4%), small sample size

Selection: All cycles, subgroup analysis of
first cycles
Exclusions: age>40, day 3 FSH>10,
hydrosalpinges, intracavitary uterine
abnormalities, mixed race
Blacks
Matching: Not done
• Higher % tubal factor
IVF Protocol: Variable
• Higher BMI
Analysis: No adjustment for group
• Longer duration of infertility
differences in BMI, infertility diagnosis,
• Required more aggressive stimulation
duration of infertility, and protocol
protocol (70 vs. 43%)
variations; subgroup analysis of first IVF
Whites
cycle performed
• Higher % endometriosis and male
Outcome: Blacks maintained lower
factor
pregnancy rate overall and in first cycle
analysis
No statistical differences:
Caveats: Small sample size
• # ampules gonadotropin
• Duration of stimulation
• Endometrial thickness
• Cancellation rate
• # retrieved oocytes
• # transferred pre-embryos

Key findings related to intervention
effectiveness (OR w/CI or p values)

95 white (121 IVF
cycles), 37 black
(47 IVF cycles)

Population studied
and sample size

Addressed
disparities
in which
populations

White, black,
Hispanic and
Asian

Black and white

1,039 white,
43 black,
18 Hispanic,
35 Asian

87 white, 41 black,
matched for age,
parity, infertility
diagnosis and
year of service

Boston
Collaborative
IVF Study,
3 IVF
Centers
1994–1998

University of
Alabama
IVF
program
1995–2001,
1st cycle
only

Published
article

Poster
session,
Fertility
and
Sterility
[abstract]

Bendikson
et al.
(2005)/
retrospective
comparison

James et al.
(2002)/
retrospective
comparision

No differences:
• Number of eggs retrieved
• Number of embryos transferred

Blacks
• Higher BMI
• Higher % fibroids

Clinical pregnancy and live birth
rate – no statistical differences
by race

No differences:
• Day 3 FSH
• # oocytes retrieved
• # embryos transferred
• Miscarriage rate
• Live births

(continued)

Selection: First cycle only
Exclusions: Not specified
Matching: Age, date of service, parity and
primary infertility diagnosis
IVF Protocol: Not specified
Analysis: No adjustment for group
differences in BMI and fibroids
Outcome: No difference in clinical
pregnancy and live birth rate after
controlling for age, parity, and infertility
diagnosis
Caveats: Small sample in one clinic

Selection: First cycle only
Exclusions: Mixed race clients
Matching: Not done
IVF Protocol: Variable, but # gonadotropins
Blacks
per cycle and microflare cycles per
• Higher % tubal factor infertility than
ethnic group were not significantly
whites
different
• Higher BMI than whites
Analysis: No adjustments for group
or Asians
differences in BMI, gravity, duration of
• Higher peak estradiol
infertility, infertility diagnoses
Hispanics
Outcome: No differences in pregnancy and
• Longer duration of
live birth rate
infertility than
Caveats: Potential selection bias – 65% of
whites and blacks
couples who were approached for study
agreed to participate; limited # of nonAsians
white participants
• Higher peak estradiol
Chemical pregnancy rate
and live birth rate – no statistical
differences by race/ethnicity

Published
article

Publication

Published
Feinberg et al.
article
(2007)/
retrospective.
comparison,
using same
data set as
previous study

Feinberg et al.
(2006)/
retrospective
comparision

Author (date)/
study design

Table 6.3 (continued)

Black, Hispanic,
2,650 cycles
Asian/PI and
reviewed for
white
1,387 patients:
974 white,
252 black,
56 Hispanic,
94 Asian/PI,
10 native American,
only first cycle,
fresh, non-donor

Population studied
and sample size

Addressed
disparities
in which
populations

2,650 cycles reviewed, Hispanic, white
Department
1,457 patients met
of Defense
inclusion criteria
population,
Walter Reed
Army Medical
Center
1999–2003

Department
of Defense
population,
Walter
Reed Army
Medical
Center
1999–2003

Description
of IVF clinic
location and
years studied

Clinical pregnancy rate, live birth rate,
implantation rate and spontaneous
abortion rate– no significant
differences between Hispanic and
white patients
Clinical Diagnoses – similar for
Hispanic and white patients

Whites
• More likely to have male factor,
anovulation, endometriosis and
unexplained infertility

Blacks
• Higher % tubal factor (60.5 vs.
31.2%); RR 1.91(1.66–2.18)
• Higher % leiomyoma (30.8 vs.
10.7%); RR 2.85 (2.06–3.95)

Clinical pregnancy rate – no
statistical differences by race or
ethnicity
Live birth rate – lower in blacks than
whites (29 vs. 35.8%, OR 0.83, 95%
CI 0.67–1.02)
Implantation Rate – no difference

Key findings related to intervention
effectiveness (OR w/CI or p values)

Selection: First cycle only
Exclusions: Age>41, day 3 FSH >11,
“other” races
Matching: Not done
IVF Protocol: Variable
Analysis: Stratified by presence of fibroids
Outcomes: No significant difference in
clinical pregnancy rate between blacks
and whites; however, blacks had lower
live birth rate; when adjusting for
fibroids, live birth rate was similar in
both groups
Caveats: Higher miscarriage rate in blacks
(OR 1.57, 95% CI 1.05–2.36); lower
implantation rate and higher miscarriage
rate associated with presence of
fibroids. Blacks utilized IVF services
at rate proportional to the population;
Hispanics under-utilized IVF services
by more than 50%
Selection: First cycle
Exclusions: Women > 41, FSH > 11, “other”
races
Matching: Not Done
Analysis: No adjustments
Outcome: Similar rates of clinical pregnancy
and live birth rate in Hispanics and
whites
Caveats: Lower than expected use of IVF
services by Hispanics based on military
demographics; Hispanics comprise
9% of military population, but comprise
only 4% of IVF utilizers

Adequacy of data – caveats/strengths

SART national
registry
1999–2000,
included
data from
clinics
reporting
on race/
ethnicity in
more than
90% of
clients and
with more
than 50
ART cycles
per year

SART national
U.S.
registry
1999–2000,
included
clinics
reporting
race in
>95% of
cycles and
conducting
>50 cycles
per year

Poster
session
Fertility
and
Sterility
[abstract]

Published
article

Seifer et al.
(2007)/
retrospective
comparison

Publication

Grainger et al.
(2004)/
retrospective
comparison

Author (date)/
study design

Description
of IVF clinic
location and
years studied
White, Hispanic,
Asian,
black

White and black

80,196 ART cycles:
68,607 white,
4,338 Hispanic,
3,585 Asian,
3,666 black, first
and subsequent
cycles included

80,309 cycles,
68,607 white,
3,666 black,
8,036 other
race/ethnicity

Population studied
and sample size

Addressed
disparities
in which
populations

Clinical pregnancy rate lower in
blacks than whites (27.7% vs.
33.6%, p < 0.001)
Live birth rates lower in blacks than
whites
(unadj. rates for first IVF cycle
20.7% vs. 28.4%; p < 0.001).
This disparity remained sig. after
adjusting for multiple patient and
clinic level factors
Blacks had longer duration of
infertility, higher likelihood of tubal
and uterine factor infertility. Whites
were more likely to have male
factor infertility, endometriosis or
ovulatory disorders. Blacks were
more likely to receive treatment at
clinics with l ower median number
of ART cycles per year and lower
success rates overall

Hispanics
• Lower mean ratio of day 3 serum
FSH to lab upper normal

Asians
• Mean age older than black, white,
Hispanic
• Higher # mean embryos
transferred than white

Live birth rates lower inblacks
(18.7%) and Asians (20.7%) than
whites (26.3%) and Hispanics
(26.7%)

Key findings related to intervention
effectiveness (OR w/CI or p values)

(continued)

Selection: First and subsequent cycles
Exclusions: Cycles with donor eggs or
gestational carriers
Matching: Not done
IVF Protocol: variable
Analysis: Multivariate analysis controlled
for age, parity, day 3 FSH ratio,
etiology of infertility, clinic level factors
(i.e., clinic volume and overall clinic
pregnancy rate)
Strengths: Large sample size, multivariate
analysis with individual and clinic level
factors, inclusion of significance levels.

Selection: First and subsequent cycles
Exclusions: Cycles which involved
donor eggs and gestational carriers
Matching: Not done
IVF Protocol: Variable
Analysis: Stratified by age
Groups differed by: Age distribution,
day 3 FSH and clinic
Outcome: When stratified by age group,
blacks and Asians had lower live birth
rate than whites for all age groups up
to 40; for 41–42 year olds, blacks had
lower live birth rate than all other groups
Caveats/Strengths: Large sample size; only
clinics reporting race in more than 90%
of clients and conducting ³50 cycles/year
were included; racial differences in clinical
pregnancy rate seen only in fresh cycles
not in cycles using cryopreserved embryos

Adequacy of data – caveats/strengths

Purcell et al.
(2007)/
retrospective
comparison
for two
data sets,
including
data set
used in
Grainger
study

Author (date)/
study design

Published
article

Publication

Table 6.3 (continued)

Population studied
and sample size

SART natural
(1) SART
Database-187
national
clinics with
registry,
>50 cycles
1999–2000
National Registry:
Data from
25,843 white cycles
clinics
1,429 Asian cycles
reporting
First cycles only
on race in
>90% of
UCSF Database:
clients and
567 cycles
conducting
197 Asian
>50 ART
370 white
cycles per
year
(2) University of
California,
San Francisco
(UCSF) Jan
2001– Dec 2003

Description
of IVF clinic
location and
years studied
Asian and
white

Addressed
disparities
in which
populations
Clinical pregnancy rate lower in
Asians
SART – OR 0.71
(0.64–0.80).
UCSF – OR=0.69
(0.49–0.99)
Live birth rate lower in Asians
SART – OR 0.69 (0.61–0.77)
UCSF – OR 0.67 (0.46–0.98)
SART – differences in age,
nulliparity, nulligravidity,
diagnosis of diminished
ovarian reserve; similar d3
FSH levels
UCSF – similar mean age and
d3 FSH level; Asians less
likely to have diagnosis of
diminished ovarian reserve,
more freq ovarian dysfunction
and unexplained infertility, higher
estradiol levels

Key findings related to intervention
effectiveness (OR w/CI or p values)

Selection: First cycle
Exclusions: Cycles
cancelled due to lack of follicular
response, lack of oocyte retrieval or
failed fertilization
Matching: Not done
IVF Protocol: Multiple
Analysis of SART data: Univariate and
multivariable logistic regression,
controlling for age, infertility diagnosis,
parity, day 3 FSH, use of ICSI and
number of embryos transferred
Analysis of UCSF data: Multivariate
analysis controlled for age, primary or
secondary infertility, prior spontaneous
or therapeutic abortions, number of prior
IVF attempts, IVF stimulation protocol,
specific type of female infertility,
days of gonadotropin stimulation,
embryo fragmentation score, physician
performing embryo transfer and
difficulty of transfer
Outcome in SART and UCSF data: Asians
had lower pregnancy rates than whites,
difference remained in multivariate
analysis
Strengths: Includes large, national dataset

Adequacy of data – caveats/strengths
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parity, presence of tubal disease, and BMI, the odds of pregnancy remained elevated for blacks (OR
3.3; 95% CI 1.3–8.6). However, it should be noted that other factors were not controlled that could
have affected the outcome. Almost all (96%) of blacks were attempting their first IVF cycle
compared to 72% of whites, and first cycles tend to be more successful than subsequent ones. South
Carolina does not have mandated infertility coverage, and the socioeconomic profile of these
patients was likely more affluent than that of patients in the Maryland study. In contrast, the
Maryland study population (Sharara and McClamrock, 2000) was drawn from an IVF program in a
state with mandated infertility coverage, and likely encompassed more diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. Blacks enrolled in the Maryland study also required an aggressive IVF protocol more
frequently than those in the South Carolina study, suggesting that the Maryland study included a
higher proportion of “poor responders” among their black patients.
Bendikson et al. (2005) compared ethnic differences in IVF responses in Massachusetts, another
state with mandated infertility coverage. This retrospective cohort study of three IVF centers in
Boston reported on first IVF cycles in 1,039 white (91.5%), 43 black (3.8%), 18 Hispanic (1.6%),
and 35 Asian women (3.1%) who received treatment between 1994 and 1998. Mean age was similar
in all groups, but mean BMI was significantly higher in blacks than whites and Asians. Blacks also
had significantly higher parity than whites and Asians, and Hispanics had significantly longer
duration of infertility than whites and blacks. Blacks were more likely than whites to have tubal
factor infertility. The rates of chemical and ectopic pregnancies, miscarriage, and live birth rates did
not differ by race/ethnicity. Furthermore, the number of cycles requiring aggressive protocol (microdose flare cycles), the total gonadotropin dose, the days of stimulation, the number of oocytes
retrieved and the number of embryos transferred were comparable between groups. This study
restricted the analysis to first IVF treatment cycles; however, it was limited by its retrospective
nature, the small samples of minority patients, and the absence of control for patient characteristics
such as parity, socioeconomic status (SES), and date of procedure.
James, Hammond, and Steinkampf (2002) at the University of Alabama, Birmingham, retrospectively matched 41 black women with 87 white women who underwent IVF between 1995 and 2001.
Matching criteria were age, date of IVF procedure, parity, and primary infertility diagnosis. Blacks
had a higher mean BMI than whites, and had higher prevalence of uterine fibroids. Despite these
contrasts, there were no significant differences in the clinical pregnancy rate or the live birth rate.
The number of eggs retrieved, number of embryos transferred, and the chemical pregnancy rate
were comparable.
Feinberg et al. (2006, 2007) examined racial disparities in IVF outcomes within the Department
of Defense (DoD), reviewing 2,650 cycles for 1,387 patients. The study included 974 whites, 252
blacks, 56 Hispanics, 94 Asian or Pacific Islanders and 10 Native Americans. Exclusion criteria for
IVF included age over 41, a day 3 FSH greater than 11 and “other races”. Intracavitary fibroids
greater than 3 cm were removed prior to implementing IVF procedures.
In the 2006 study, blacks were more likely than whites to have tubal factor infertility as well as
fibroids. Whites were more likely to be diagnosed with male factor infertility, ovulatory dysfunction, endometriosis and unexplained infertility. A clinically significant difference in the live birth
rate in black women compared to white women (29.6 vs. 35.8%) was observed which did not reach
statistical significance at the 0.05 level. The authors observed a lower implantation rate and a higher
miscarriage rate in women with fibroids. When the population was stratified by the presence or
absence of fibroids, the clinical pregnancy rate, the implantation rate and the live birth rate among
black and white women with fibroids was comparable. Blacks had a higher relative risk for spontaneous abortion than whites [1.57 (95% CI 0. 1.05–2.36)]. This difference disappeared after controlling for fibroids.
Hispanics receiving IVF services in the military had the same distribution of clinical diagnoses
as whites. There were no significant differences in the rates of clinical pregnancy, live birth, implantation and spontaneous abortion between these two groups (Feinberg et al., 2007).
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Several analyses of racial disparities in IVF have utilized the SART 1999–2000 national register
data set. This database collects information on outcomes of individual IVF cycles (rather than outcomes per patient) from SART member clinics throughout the United States.
Grainger et al. (2004) examined the outcomes of 80,196 fresh non-donor IVF cycles from SART
member clinics. Only clinics reporting racial/ethnic data on at least 90% of their clients and conducting
over 50 cycles of IVF per year were included. Cycles which involved donor eggs and gestational
carriers were excluded. The racial/ethnic composition of patients was 85.5% white, 4.6% black, 4.5%
Asian, and 5.4% Hispanic, reflecting a much lower proportion of women of color compared to the
US population. The live birth rate per cycle was lower for blacks (18.7%) and Asians (20.7%) than
for whites (26.3%) and Hispanics (26.7%). This pattern was consistent in each age group examined
with the exception of women over 40. For 41–42 year olds, blacks had lower birth rates than all other
groups while Asians and Hispanics had similar rates. This study also examined cycles with frozen
eggs, and found no racial/ethnic differences in the success rates of these procedures.
In this study, Asians had an older mean age than other groups. Hispanic women had lower day 3
serum FSH than Asians, whites, and blacks. Asians also had higher mean number of embryos transferred than whites, but there were no significant differences in embryo transfers between the other
racial/ethnic groups. This analysis did not control for infertility diagnosis, duration of infertility, BMI,
SES and other patient and clinic characteristics that could have affected the live birth rates. Additionally,
the clinic selection criteria suggest that only larger, more resourceful IVF centers were included.
In a subsequent in depth analysis of black-white differentials in the SART data set, Seifer, Frazier
and Grainger (2008) found that black women undergoing their first IVF cycle using fresh non-donor
embryos were more likely to have a longer duration of infertility and an infertility diagnosis related
to tubal disease or a uterine anatomic problem. White women were more likely than blacks to be
nulliparous and carry a diagnosis of male factor infertility, endometriosis, or diminished ovarian
reserve. Cycle outcomes differed by race: clinical pregnancies were less likely for blacks than
whites (27.7 vs. 33.6%, p < 0.001), were more likely to result in spontaneous abortion (20.4 vs.
13.8%, p < 0.001), and were less likely to achieve a live birth per initiated cycle (20.7 vs. 28.4%,
p < 0.001). Multivariate analyses adjusting for potential individual confounders (maternal age, cycle
day 3 FSH ratio, etiology of infertility, parity and number of embryos transferred) and clinic level
factors (i.e., clinic volume, and clinic overall pregnancy rate) revealed that black women with no
prior ART had a 24% (95% CI 1.12–1.36) increased risk of not achieving a live birth compared to
whites. Blacks with a prior ART cycle had a 38% (95% CI 1.20–1.57) higher risk than whites. This
study also analyzed clinic-specific factors and found that “more black women sought treatment at
smaller centers that had somewhat lower overall success rates during 1999–2000.” Education, insurance coverage, and socioeconomic status of IVF recipients were not included in this database.
Purcell et al. (2007) compared Asian and white IVF outcomes utilizing two data sets: (1) the
large 1999–2000 SART dataset described above; and, (2) data from a California university IVF center.
In the SART data set, cycles cancelled due to lack of follicular response, inadequate oocyte retrieval
or failed fertilization were excluded. This SART sample included 25,843 white and 1,429 Asian first
IVF cycles. The groups differed in age, parity, gravidity and diagnosis of diminished ovarian
reserve, but had similar cycle day 3 FSH levels. Among Asians, the odds of achieving a clinical
pregnancy rate was 29% lower than whites (OR 0.71, 95% CI 0.64–0.80), and the live birth rate was
31% lower in unadjusted analyses (OR 0.69, 95% CI 0.61–0.77). The odds of a live birth remained
reduced for Asians after controlling for age, infertility diagnosis, parity and day 3 FSH levels, use
of ICSI and number of embryos transferred (OR 0.76, 95% CI 0.66–0.88). When the SART data
were stratified by age, the live birth rates were notably lower for Asians in all age groups, with the
exception of 41–42 year olds.
The California university sample in the Purcell et al. (2007) study included 370 white cycles and
197 Asian first cycles from 2001 to 2003. The two groups had similar mean age and day 3 FSH
levels, but Asians were less frequently given a diagnosis of ovarian dysfunction and unexplained
infertility. In this sample, the odds of live birth for Asians was decreased compared to whites (OR
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0.61; 95% CI 0.96–0.98). This decreased live birth rate persisted after adjusting for multiple covariates. The investigators noted that estradiol levels were higher in Asians, despite a similar number of
follicles, but otherwise did not find significant differences in cycle characteristics. The authors
hypothesized about possible reasons for the lower pregnancy rates in Asians, including underlying
biologic or genetic differences as well as lifestyle and dietary differences that might have impaired
successful implantation.
Several methodological limitations apply to the studies presented in Table 6.3. All use
retrospective study designs based on data drawn from chart reviews. Given ethical considerations,
no prospective or randomized trials have been conducted to assess the effect of IVF by race/ethnicity.
Since subjects are drawn from IVF clinics, and civilian IVF users tend to be women of higher socioeconomic status, the civilian studies in particular are prone to selection bias. Blacks and Hispanics
are underrepresented in all civilian clinics, and in some studies their low numbers preclude
meaningful analysis. In addition, success rates from IVF use are affected by patient and treatment
factors. The ideal study would control, either by design or statistical analysis, for a number of
patient demographic characteristics (e.g., age, parity, SES, BMI), medical factors (e.g., infertility
diagnosis, duration of infertility, day 3 FSH, prior IVF failure, primary or secondary infertility, prior
miscarriage), and treatment factors (e.g., IVF protocol, number of embryos transferred, use of ICSI,
IVF center, year of service). Most studies do not control for these features. In the last column of
Table 6.3 we have identified important covariates and the extent to which these were controlled for
through design or analysis in each study. Caution should be observed when comparing results
between clinics that serve different populations, maintain different patient exclusion criteria, and
utilize different clinical protocols. Some clinics exclude patients with specific conditions that are
known to reduce IVF success rates, and thereby boost reported success rates (Schulman, 2007).
Additionally, IVF technologies have improved over time; recent clinical success rates are likely to
be higher than those of previous years.
The SART national registry has the largest sample size, and provides a rich source of data for future
studies. Currently, IVF clinics provide success rates per cycle rather than per patient; success rates per
cycle may underestimate the true per-patient success rate since the former over-counts patients who
undergo more than one procedure in a given year. Also, this registry is subject to selection bias; in 2003,
only 32% of the IVF clinics that complied with voluntary reporting provided racial and ethnic data.
Despite these limitations, these studies present a preliminary picture of racial/ethnic differences in
response to IVF, and suggest that more work is needed in this area. The six American studies comparing IVF response in blacks and whites are inconsistent in their findings. Compared to whites, pregnancy rates for blacks were noted to be lower in three studies (Sharara & McClamrock, 2000; Grainger
et al., 2004; Seifer et al., 2008), higher in one study (Nichols et al., 2001), and comparable in two
studies (Bendikson et al., 2005: James et al., 2002). While the military study showed no differences in
clinical pregnancy rates (Feinberg et al., 2006), the increase in spontaneous abortions in blacks
reduced their live birth rate compared to whites. Two studies included substantial numbers of Asians,
and found decreased rates of clinical pregnancy and live birth rates compared to whites (Grainger
et al., 2004; Purcell et al., 2007). The two studies that included adequate numbers of Hispanics showed
no difference in IVF response compared to whites (Feinberg et al., 2007; Grainger et al., 2004).

Consequences of the Use of IVF for Maternal and Infant Health
There is an increased rate of pregnancy complications associated with IVF pregnancies compared to
naturally conceived gestations, largely but not exclusively due to the high rate of multiple gestations.
In 2003, 51% of infants conceived through IVF were born in multiple birth deliveries. Consequently,
the 1% of US infants conceived through IVF accounted for 18% of multiple births nationwide
(Wright et al., 2006). Multifetal pregnancies are associated with increased risks of adverse maternal
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health outcomes including pre-eclampsia, preterm labor, hemorrhage, uterine atony and increased
surgical deliveries (Gambone, 2006). Infants from multifetal pregnancies are more likely to be
delivered preterm and have low birth weight, and these conditions increase the risk of numerous
short and long-term sequelae including increased neonatal mortality (four times greater for twins
than for singletons) and morbidity (Davis, 2004). In 2003, of the IVF pregnancies that resulted in
live births, 14.7% singleton births were born preterm; higher rates were reported in twin gestations
(64.9%) and triplets (97.0%) (Wright et al., 2006). Low birth weight rates were also elevated; 9%
of singleton births, 56% of twin births and 93.4% of higher order births were of newborns weighing
less than 2,500 g (Wright et al., 2006).
The medical risks associated with multiple births have contributed to escalating health care costs.
In 2000, the cost per family of multiple deliveries conceived with IVF was estimated to range from
$58,865 for twins to $170,282 for triplets (ESHRE Capri Workshop Group, 2000). Another concern about IVF is the increased risk of genetic and structural abnormalities in offspring conceived
using this intervention. There is a twofold increased rate of structural abnormalities associated with
in vitro conceptions, and a higher rate of diagnosed chromosomal abnormalities (Allen, V.M., &
Wilson, R.d., et al., 2006; Schieve, Rasmussen, et al., 2004). It is hard to discern whether these
complications are entirely due to IVF technology, or whether they reflect increased risks associated
with underlying infertility (Allen, Wilson, et al., 2006; Schieve, Rasmussen, et al., 2004).

Racial/Ethnic Disparities in IVF Birth Outcomes
Recent work at the CDC by Wright et al. (2006) indicates that among IVF singleton births in 2003,
blacks were more than twice as likely to deliver infants of low birth weight as whites (16.0 vs. 7.0%)
and over four times more likely to deliver very low birth weight infants (5.2 vs. 1.4%). Preterm
births were also more likely among blacks (17.7%) than whites (11.7%). The disparities in preterm
birth and low birth weight between blacks and whites using IVF reproduce racial disparities found
among women who deliver in the general US population.
Hispanic women using IVF in 2003 were more likely to deliver preterm singletons compared to
whites (16.2 vs. 11.7%) and to deliver low birth weight infants (12.1 vs. 7%) (Wright et al., 2006).
This disparity is larger than found in national estimates for these outcomes. In the general population, Hispanics tend to have preterm birth and low birth weight rates approximately 25% higher than
whites (CDC, 1999). The larger disparity in the subpopulation of infertile women may be related to
the fact that the mean age of Hispanic IVF users is higher than that of their fertile counterparts.
Finally, compared to whites, Asian IVF users had lower rates of preterm births (10%) but higher
rates of low birth weight (13%). These data reflect the outcomes of IVF singleton births without
controlling for potential confounders. To date, there are no studies of IVF multiple births with rates
and outcomes stratified by race/ethnicity.

Discussion
According to national estimates, black and Hispanic women have a higher prevalence of infertility
than whites, but lower access to infertility services. These disparities pose several public health
challenges that must be addressed to narrow inequalities. First, expensive infertility treatments
combined with inadequate or unavailable health insurance present major economic deterrents to
infertility service utilization. This has resulted in a two-tiered system of infertility care in the U.S.
Infertile women with financial privilege are able to seek and obtain treatment, while women facing
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financial constraints, including a large proportion of ethnic/racial minorities, many of whom rely on
Medicaid, are often unable to access care. The public health challenge is to improve access to timely
infertility services to avoid costly and irreversible conditions.
In 2002, only 36% of women with fertility problems reported having ever sought medical attention (Chandra et al, 2005). While 40% of whites with fertility problems reported having received an
infertility service, this proportion was far lower for women of color. Among black women, less than
one out of three had sought care, while among Hispanics, only one in four had done so. Among
service seekers, the majority obtained advice and testing; fewer advanced to medical or surgical
treatment of infertility conditions, and only 1% used IVF. Limited evidence suggests that women of
color may experience a delayed onset of infertility treatment. In fact, some evidence suggests that
women of color utilize fewer infertility services, regardless of whether they have high or low
income. However, scant data exist on factors associated with racial/ethnic disparities in utilization
and much of the evidence is limited to economic factors.
IVF is predominantly utilized by white affluent women according to the NSFG survey and the
CDC dataset (CDC et al., 2007; Chandra et al., 2005). The evidence suggests that when access to
IVF is improved, as it is for Department of Defense beneficiaries, racial inequities in service
utilization decrease for certain minorities (Feinberg et al., 2006, 2007). Improved access to infer
tility services by underserved women will require increased access to health insurance as well as
more comprehensive insurance coverage. Current state mandates requiring insurers “to offer” rather
than “to cover” infertility services have not gone far enough to remove structural barriers to care.
A mandate “to offer” requires that health insurance companies make available for purchase a policy
which offers coverage of infertility diagnosis and treatment. However, the law does not require
employers to purchase such policies, and therefore does not resolve financial barriers. Currently,
only 15 states have issued mandates; these vary widely in their scope. Coverage for IVF is specified
in nine mandates (Insurance information accurate as of 6/08). These have varying eligibility requirements; one state restricts IVF coverage to couples with 5 years of infertility. Some mandates apply
only to HMOs, others exclude HMOs. At this time of this writing, employer self-insured health
plans were exempt; in 2007 federal legislation (H.R. 2892) was proposed that would require all
group health plans that cover obstetric services to include infertility insurance coverage but no further action has been taken on this legislation. None of the current mandates address the plight of
infertile women who are unable to obtain health insurance. Poor women on Medicaid have virtually
no access to infertility treatment. Prior to 1992, at least 17 states covered low-tech infertility treatment through Medicaid; none covered IVF. Following public outcry about infertility expenditures
for the poor, all states eliminated drug treatments for infertility (King & Harrington-Meyer, 1997).
Regardless of economic barriers to access, utilization of infertility services also depends upon the
extent to which women of color perceive infertility to be a treatable medical problem. Not enough
is known about the extent to which poor, underserved women experience infertility as a response to
general life adversities and succumb to or accept this condition without seeking care. In contrast,
more affluent women may be empowered to overcome infertility and may be more strongly motivated to seek aggressive medical care.
A broader question is whether we should encourage increased access to highly technologic
treatment or advocate for greater prevention of risk factors associated with infertility. The public
health challenge is to increase preventive efforts towards the reduction of sexually transmitted
diseases, optimizing body weight, improving nutritional deficiencies, reducing environmental and
work related exposures to reproductive toxins, and counseling all women about the risks of delaying childbearing (Office of Technology Assessment, 1988). Persons requesting family planning
should be fully advised about the fertility ramifications of contraceptive choices. Sexually active
individuals should be counseled about the risk of sexually transmitted infection, the importance of
early treatment of infection, and the implications for future fertility. Persons requesting sterilization procedures should be adequately counseled to minimize subsequent requests for surgical
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reversal or IVF. Individuals who desire biologic children should be informed about age-related
declines in fertility, ways to optimize fertility, and appropriate guidelines for when to seek medical
help. Special attention should be given to specific racial/ethnic groups who are at high risk for
acquiring certain conditions or of delaying childbearing. On the part of providers, primary care
physicians need to know when to send women for infertility screening and avoid lengthy delays
that increase the risk of diminished ovarian function. Early detection and intervention of conditions
linked to infertility may prevent the use of more costly, high tech treatments such as in-vitro
fertilization.
Another public health challenge is to consider ways to address infertility risk factors on a
systemic level outside the healthcare system. It behooves us to ask, for instance, whether policies
that limit maternity leave and make it difficult to combine working and parenting influence the
decision of many women to postpone childbearing, a choice that results in diminished fertility.
Furthermore, have efforts to promote healthy work environments and neighborhoods gone far
enough to minimize exposure to reproductive toxins that could impair fertility?
In addition to examining the likelihood of achieving a live birth, it is important from a public
health perspective to assess the quality of the live birth associated with IVF. When comparing the
incidence of preterm delivery by race/ethnicity among women who used IVF and delivered singleton
births, it appears that blacks and Hispanics are at a disadvantage compared to whites (Schieve,
Ferre, et al., 2004; Wright et al., 2006). With respect to low birth weight, blacks, Hispanics and
Asians all seem to be at a disadvantage. It is not known whether other adverse outcomes such as
birth defects and chromosomal abnormalities in offspring conceived through IVF also vary by race/
ethnicity. Studies that examine the effects of IVF on birth outcomes are just emerging. Most report
crude outcomes and do not adjust for multiple factors.
Multiple births are one of the most critical public health concerns associated with IVF use, due to
associated levels of morbidity, mortality, and health care costs. Some advocates argue for the use of
singleton live birth rates as an important indicator to monitor success of IVF procedures. Data are not
available to determine whether rates of multiple birth among IVF users vary by race and ethnicity.
The higher use of IVF by white women and their greater exposure to procedures that rely on
multiple embryo transfers have contributed to recent dramatic increases in multiple births and related
poor pregnancy outcomes (Reddy et al., 2007; Russell Petrini, Damus, Mattison, & Schwarz, 2003;
Zhang, Meikle, Grainger, & Trumble, 2002). Ironically, this may mean that white-black racial disparities in birth outcomes are narrowing, but for the wrong reasons. Instead of striving for improving birth
outcomes of vulnerable black women, we are contributing to increasing adverse birth outcomes among
white, socioeconomically advantaged women who can afford expensive infertility treatments. Future
studies need to closely monitor trends in birth outcome differentials associated with IVF among ethnic
populations and identify ways of closing the gap by improving outcomes for all women.
As IVF has achieved greater pregnancy success, the practice of multiple embryo transfer has
been questioned. There is a movement towards single-embryo transfer as a means of reducing rates
of high risk pregnancies associated with IVF (Nygren, 2007). Single-embryo transfer may require
additional treatment cycles to achieve live birth rates comparable to those of multiple embryo transfer;
however, multiple pregnancy rates are almost eliminated when single embryo transfer is utilized
(Pandian, Templeton, Serour, & Bhattacharya, 2005). Because of the potential for additional cycles
and higher expense associated with single-embryo transfer, this protocol may receive greater
endorsement when couples have insurance coverage. It has been demonstrated that in states where
IVF services are covered by insurance mandates, a lower average number of embryos are transferred
(Reynolds, Schieve, Jeng, & Peterson, 2003). Failure to provide insurance coverage of infertility
care may not be cost-effective in the long run. While the cost of an individual IVF cycle may be
covered out-of-pocket, the expense of medical care for a high-risk mother and her offspring most
often does not escape the insurer. Future studies need to monitor whether disparities in access to
single-embryo transfer technologies begin to narrow among racial/ethnic groups and if so, whether
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expanded access to this type of IVF technology results in favorable outcomes for both minority and
non-minority women.

Future Research
Future studies are needed to collect racial and ethnic specific data on infertility population-level risk
factors and on a range of infertility services and responses to treatment. If Asians were over sampled
in future rounds of the NSFG, prevalence and utilization rates for that population could be estimated. Furthermore, within Asian and Hispanic populations, data are required that will allow us to
disaggregate sub-populations by country of origin, immigration status and time in the United States.
We also need better population-level data on cultural, cognitive and motivational factors associated
with infertility status and associated medical conditions. As for IVF data, we need to ensure that all
IVF clinics report data by race/ethnicity to allow for an analysis of clinical responses of all clinic
users. The national CDC/SART database could be enhanced by including IVF outcomes by the
patient (and not only by the cycle), as well as information on race, ethnicity, insurance, socioeconomic status and neighborhood factors, and by providing information (e.g., confidence intervals,
standard deviations) that would permit an assessment of statistical significance when differences in
outcome rates are observed (Steinberg et al., 1998). Given racial/ethnic inequalities in infertility
status, risk factors, access to infertility services and responses to treatment, it is imperative that we
continue to monitor these dimensions with high quality data.

Conclusion
Research focusing on racial/ethnic disparities in infertility and its treatment is just emerging and
much work remains to be done. Current evidence points to marked differentials in outcomes. Relative
to white women, black and Hispanic women have higher rates of infertility, yet face more barriers to
infertility care. Far less is known about infertility status and care of other minority women, including
Asians, Native Americans and Pacific Islanders. Among women who obtain the most intensive and
expensive treatment, i.e., IVF, not all succeed in achieving a live birth. Aggregate national data
suggest higher IVF live birth rates in whites and Hispanics and lower rates in blacks and Asians.
However, reports from individual IVF clinics yield conflicting results, particularly with regards to
black patients undergoing IVF. Caution must be exercised when evaluating disparities in responses
to IVF because women of color are underrepresented in infertility clinics and success rates are
affected by patient and treatment characteristics that have not been controlled in most studies. In sum,
it is possible that differential access and use of infertility services by white women and women of
color may ultimately affect pregnancy outcomes in ways that research is just beginning to evaluate.
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